Courgette pesto

Shepherds pie
A

traditional English meal made
cheap with the amazing TVP
vege-mince! This recipe makes
three generous portions to help
spread your money, Just keep the
left-overs in the fridge, and
microwave the next day for 3
minutes. Hearty and very filling.

5 medium potatoes
100g Dried TVP
2 cans of tomatoes
1 onion
1 courgette
50g grated cheese
100ml milk
basil
oregano
splash of oil
Total
(0.60 per portion)

0.35
0.20
0.40
0.15
0.40
0.20
0.10

1.80
Basically, shepherds pie is just a
thick bolognese sauce with mashed
potato on the top, but represents easily. Remember to stir the
all the essential food groups and tomatoes now and then, and pre-heat
nutrients in one meal! Yay!
the oven to 180ºC.
Chop up your onion and courgette
into small cubes and fry in a little
oil for 6 minutes. Add basil,
oregano, and salt to taste. Now put
in a mug of TVP and fry for
another 2 minutes, adding a mug
of water slowly as it cooks. When
the mince has soaked up some of
the water, put in two cans of
tomatoes and leave to simmer.

Drain the potatoes and mash with a
potato masher, or a fork. While
mashing add about half a mug of
milk, but watch the consistency, you
don't want it to be too runny or too
dry. It should pack to a solid form a
bit like play-dough. Add salt and
garlic if you like.

In a big oven dish pour out all the
tomato and mince mixture, it
To make the mashed potato shouldn't be too runny, otherwise
topping, wash and chop 5 medium cook for another 5 minutes or so.
sized potatoes into small chunks as Then carefully spread the mashed
this will help it cook faster. Peel if potato over the top, and garnish with
you like, but I like my mashed a handful of grated cheese and more
potato with the peel in it: thats oregano. It should cook in about 30where all the nutrients are!
45 minutes, it is done when the
Boil the potatoes for about 15 cheese goes a deep golden brown.
minutes until when you stick a fork
in a bit of potato it will slide off

Jars of

100g pasta
1/2 a courgette
1/2 an onion
1 small mushroom
grated cheese
basil
oregano

0.05
0.20
0.05
0.10
0.20

ready made pesto are so
expensive, but this makes a
surprisingly delicious alternative
with a nutty and filling taste. The
total 0.60
secret of it all – grating half a
Optional
extras:
courgette and frying it! Very slice of bread
0.02
quick to make, and an interesting
alternative to having tomato based total with extras
0.62
sauce for pasta all the time.
From chopping board to table in
less than 15 minutes, that's that
target!
First off, chop half an onion into
small pieces, and do the same with
one mushroom. You can do this on
a plate if you are feeling too lazy to
wash up a chopping board as well...
Chop off the wooden stump of the
courgette and grate roughly half of
it. In a small saucepan heat a
generous amount of oil until it is
hot enough that a piece of onion
starts to bubble when put in. Now
throw in the grated courgette,
onion and mushroom, and stir well
so it all gets a bit of the oil. Put in
quite a lot of basil and oregano,
about two or three pinches of each.
Garlic flakes might not go amiss
either.

Now here's a tip to cook pasta faster
and save energy - rather than boiling
the water on the stove, heat it up in
the kettle first. This is quicker and
uses less electricity than waiting for
the stove to boil it.
So put two cups of pasta in a pan
with a little splash of water and some
salt, and four mugs worth of water
in a kettle. Get the stove heating the
pasta right away, and once boiled
add the rest of the water from the
kettle. Put a lid on the pan and
simmer for 10 minutes, stirring the
pesto mix occasionally on a medium
heat.
Now drain the pasta, and pour all the
pesto mixture into the an with the
pasta with the grated cheese. Mix
well for a minute and serve.

